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Senators News Senators News Senators News Senators News Senators
News Senators News Senators News Senators News The prospect of

Habs and Leafs doing the ceremonial puck drop together hasn't been
ruled out. As one of the biggest rivalries in the NHL, nothing is official

but there is still hope that the two Canadian cities will do the pre-
game festivities together with Connor McDavid and Auston Matthews.

After the announcement of the NHL’s expansion draft, a poll was
conducted by McDavid and Matthews voting 1-for-1, with the option of
voting for both of them, no matter who they are up against. A poll of

over 1,200 followers revealed that 51 per cent of the respondents
were against doing it and 41 per cent were in favour. McDavid and
Matthews was the most popular choice, but the poll had other fans

giving their own ideas as well. “The most likely thing to happen would
be Habs vs Leafs vs Sens pregame,” one said, to which another

responded: “Toronto vs Ottawa was a handshake between the cities,
not the teams.” “Hockey town, city pride, city c.c.c” another said.

“Habs and Leafs is a little different because of the rivalry. Best puck
drop of the decade, hands down. Go Leafs.” The most original idea

was ‘Habs vs Leafs vs Senators in the building on the hill, with the two
teams divided into red, white and blue lines, with players forming their
respective teams and skating down the rink, through the city, finishing
where the teams all meet. That was the opinion of one fan on Twitter.
A fan in the Ottawa area was the most confident in the poll: “I think all
three teams will do it and it’ll be wonderful.” Others weren't so sure.
"The opposite of a forklift. #NoCaretaking (sic)," one person wrote.

"The sad part is the Leafs/Habs game will be the only game and they
won't play it unless they both are in the same time zone.” Some fans

were interested in the outcome of the series so they’d want to see the
games. “Toronto and Ottawa are rivals but the puck 6d1f23a050
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